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A DIMENSION FORMULA FOR HERMITIAN MODULAR

CUSP FORMS OF DEGREE TWO1

MINKING EIE

Abstract. An explicit dimension formula for the vector space of Hermitian modular

cusp forms of degree two with respect to the modular group r2(Z[;]) = SU(2,2) n

A/4(Z[/]) is obtained via the Selberg trace formula and its arithmetic properties.

Also, a generating function for the graded ring of Hermitian cusp forms of degree

two is given.

Introduction and notations. Denote by En the unit matrix and by 0 the zero matrix

in the matrix ring Mn(C). Put

'/-[°       E"
L-*.    °/

The Hermitian symplectic group of degree n, 12„, is then defined as the subgroup of

matrices satisfying lMJM = J in M2n(C); i.e.

fi„ = {M e M2n{C) |lMJM = j).

Here lM is the transpose complex conjugate to M.

Let Hn be the Hermitian upper half-plane; specifically,

Hn = { Z e M„(C) | Z = X + iY, X = lX, Y = 'F > 0}.

The Hermitian symplectic group Qn operators on Hn transitively by the action

M: Z -» M{Z) = (AZ + B){CZ + D)~\        M=   A     B   e fi„.

For a given imaginary quadratic number field F, we denote by K its ring of algebraic

integers. The Hermitian modular group of degree «, r„(K), is defined as

r„(K) = fi„ n M2„(K).

Let S(k; Tn(K)) be the space of holomorphic function /(Z) on Hn with /(Z)

satisfying the following conditions:

(1) f(M(Z)) = det(CZ + D)kf(Z) for all M=[ACBD] in T„(K), Z € H„,

(2) (det T)A/2/(z) is bounded on H„, Z = X + /T.

A function in 5(/c; Tn(K)) is called a Hermitian modular cusp form of weight k

and degree n with respect to r„(K). For a nonnegative integer /c, it is well known

that S(fc;r„(K)) is a finite dimensional Hilbert space [9 or 10]. Furthermore, its
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dimension can be written as an integral of a Bergman kernel function of certain

Hilbert space over a fundamental domain on Hn with respect to Tn(K) when k is

sufficiently large. This is called the Selberg trace formula.

More precisely, let

K(Zlt Z2) = C(k, ̂[detf^Z! -%))Y

with

C(k,n) = 2-"2-"vr-"2      n      (k-2n + l + i+j).

Then for /c > (4« - 2), we have [7 or 9]

dimc5(^;r„(K))=/       £_ K(Z,y(Z))J(^Z)-\dctY)k-2"dZ,
F"  ye r„(K)

where

(1) 7(y,Z) = det(CZ + D) if y = [Ac BD] € T„(K),

(2) r„(K) is the quotient group Tn(K)/U with £/ the center of T„(K),

(3) Fn is a fundamental domain on //„ with respect to T„(K),

(4) Z = X + iY in ?/„ and JZ = dXdY is the Euclidean measure onC".

In this paper, we shall consider the case n = 2, F = Q[<] and K = Z[/]. Finally,

we get the following theorem.

Main Theorem. Suppose k is an even integer greater than 6. Then the dimension

formula of the vector space of Hermitian modular cups forms of degree 2 and weight k

with respect to r2(Z[/']) is given by

dimcS{k; r2(Z[/])) = 2-103-35"l(A: - 1)(* - 2)\k - 3)

+ 2-103"3(A: - 2)2[581,29;4]

-2-33"3(&- 2)[16,9,20,13,18,5; 12]

+ 2"63-2[-249,0, -57,128,423, -64; 12]

+ 5-1[l,0,l,0,0;10].

Here a(k) = [aQ, ax,..., am_l; 2m] means a(k) = a} if k = 2j (mod2w), 0 <y <

m — 1.

With a certain modification [5 or 12 or 15], we can exchange the summation and

integral in the Selberg trace formula so that we can compute the contribution from a

certain conjugacy class or a family of conjugacy classes, as has already been done in

the real case [5 or 12 or 15]. Of course, the contribution from certain conjugacy

classes which are zero is already known [15].

After conjugacy classes with zero contribution are excluded, it now remains to

compute the contributions from those conjugacy classes with characteristic poly-

nomials which are products of cyclotomic polynomials and their divisors over Z[i].

Thus we can write the dimension formula as a finite sum of products of certain zeta

functions and integrals. All these integrals can be evaluated by [7] for regular elliptic

cases or by a direct calculation except for the contribution from the identity.

Meanwhile, zeta functions involved in the formula can be evaluated except for a zeta
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function associated with the vector space of 2 X 2 Hermitian matrices studied by

Sintani [16]. The contribution from the identity can be determined by certain

arithmetic properties and an estimation of the volume of a fundamental domain.

Thus we get a dimension formula with an undetermined constant which can be

determined by the fact dimc5(8; T2(Z[i])) = 1 or dimcS(10; T2(Z[/])) = 0 [9].

Finally, we get that

f dimcS(*; T2(Z[/])) =-fjp --
a=8 (i - r4)(i - r10)(i - r12)2(i - r16)

with
p(rr\ —  T^8 _i_ 9'T,16 _  ^18 _i_ ^,T,20   <    ^22 _i_ -p'T'24 _  y^26 _i_  ^28 _ OT^ _  T'36

_tt-,40   I   ^'T'42   I    'T'46   I    'T'48   i   it50

1. Conjugacy classes in r2(Z[/]). Classification of conjugacy classes in r2(Z[«])

under the conjugation of Q2 = SU(2,2) can be done as in the real case, for example,

see [15]. Here we are only interested in those elements with characteristic polynomi-

als which are products of cyclotomic polynomials and their divisors over Z[/].

Lemma 1. Suppose M e r2(Z[/]) and suppose it is possible for the contribution of the

conjugacy classes represented by M to be nonzero. Then the characteristic polynomial of

M is a product of the following polynomials:

X - 1, X + 1, X - i, X + i, X2 + 1, X2 + X + 1, X2 - X + 1, X2 + iX - 1,

X2 - iX - 1, X2 - i, X2 + i, X4 + 1, X4 + X2 + X2 + X + 1,

X4 - X3 + X2 - X + 1, X4 - iX2 - 1, X* + iX1 - 1.

Lemma 2. Suppose M e r2(Z[/]) and possesses the property in Lemma 1. Then M is

conjugate in SU(2,2) to one of the following:

« *■«* "-*■ [J -!]•[-! 11-[! 1M° JMS °,\-
,„,      \ cosO     sin0]     \u    su]
(2) .   „ „   X   n ,        u = l,-l,i or-i:
v '     L-sin0    cos0J     10    u y

0    0     1     *"

^     -?   o    o    o  eSU^;
.00     0      /_

e\\    111] pfl    5     7     3] \1    1    5     l]eT2>2»2>2j>        c[4,4,4,4J,        e,[4,4)4,4j,

p\l    3     7     51 fl     I    5     51 \2    2     4    4]^ L 4 > 4 > 4 > 4 J >        e I 3 ' 3 » 3 > 3 J >        e L 3 > 3 >  3 >  3 J >

p\l    2    5     41 .[I     4     S     21 \2     5     4    1]e L 3 > 3 > 3 > 3 J >        e I 3 >  3 '  3 > 3 J '        e 1 3 >  3 >  3 > 3 L

p\l   I    U    5] [5     11     7    I] fl    13    5]e 1.6 » 6 >   6  » 6j >        eL6>   6  » 6 > 6j '        eUi 3i 2>  3l>

(4)     e[M,M],     e[i!,!,|],     e[U,U],

pf2     4     8     6] \4     8     6     2] f6     2     4     8]el5>5>5>5l>        el5.5>5)5l>        el5>5>5>5l>

e\»    6    2    4] ,[1     i     5    1] [2     14     5]e I. 5 > 5 > 5 >  5J >        e L 3 > 6 > 3 > 6j '        e I 3 > 6 > 3 > 6 J >

p\l    13     1] fl    115] f_L    i   il   111trL2»6>2»6j5        C[2,6»2i6j»        e [ 12 ••  12 '   12 >   12 J *

pf4    ill] f5     5    11]e l 3 > 6 > 3 > 6 J >        e L 3 > 6 '  3 > 6 J •
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Here we use the following notations, also used in [5].

(,) [s'ul=[o   f][o   .fj°—

a    0    b    0"

(2) fa     MxP     «1 =    °    P     °     *   ,
w 1c    i/J     I'    JJ        c    0    d    0

.0     r    0     s _

(3) e[a,b,c,d] = diag[ewia,ewlb,e"c,e'"1].

Proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 are elementary, so we omit them here.

The Satake compactification of T2(Z[i])\H2 is given by [9]

x2 = r2(z[/])\//2u r,\#i u{/oo}.

Here Hx is the upper half-palne and Tx = SL2(Z). Elements in Lemma 2 (1) are in

the stabilizer of the zero dimensional cusp {ice} and elements in Lemma 2 (2) and

(3) are in the stabilizer of the one dimensional cusp I\ \ //,. Elements in (4) are

representatives of regular elliptic elements in r2(Z[z]); i.e. they have isolated fixed

points in H2.

Let E] and r2° be stabilizers of r2(Z[;']) at a one dimensional cusp and a zero

dimensional cusp, respectively. Precisely, we let

[ [a    0    b    *~\\

rj-   Mer2(Z[/])|M=   *    "    * ,
c    0    d    *

( [o    0    0    u\j

T2°= {MeE2(Z[/])|M=[S,£/]}.

By the reduction theory of symplectic groups [3 or 8] and keeping in mind that the

Satake compactification X2 of T2(Z[i])\H2 has only two cusps up to r2(Z[in-

equivalence, we then have the following.

Proposition 1. Suppose M e r(Z[/]) and the contribution of the conjugacy classes

represented by M has the possibility of being nonzero. Then M is conjugate in T2(Z[/])

to an element of Y\ U r2° or M is conjugate in SU(2,2) to an element as in Lemma 2

(4).

In the remaining sections we compute contributions from conjugacy classes of

regular elliptic elements, conjugacy classes in Ej and r2°.

2. Contributions from conjugacy classes of regular elliptic elements. To compute

the total contribution from conjugacy classes of regular elliptic elements, it is

unnecessary to classify their conjugacy classes explicitly [12]. The total contribution

can be written as T.yM(y) ■ I(y) where y ranges over all representatives of con-
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jugacy classes of regular elliptic elements as in Lemma 2 (4). Here

M(y) = }Z-"-7
|c(Y',r2(z[i]))|

where y' ranges over all representatives of conjugacy classes which are conjugate in

SU(2,2) to y and \C(y', E2(Z[/]))| is the order of centralizer C(y', r2(Z[/])) of y' in

r2(Z[/]). For each fixed y, M(y) is a kind of Siegel mass that can be evaluated

explicitly by the method of [12].

The integral /(A) has already been evaluated in [7]. If y is conjugate in SU(2,2)

to diag[A,, A2, A3, A4], then we have

I(y) = (A3A4)7(1 " M,)(l " X1X4)(1 - A2A3)(1 - A2A4).

Now by the representatives of conjugacy classes in Lemma 2 (4) and the same

method employed in [12], we get

Proposition 2. The total contribution from conjugacy classes of regular elliptic

elements in r2(Z[;']) to the dimension formula is given by

a + j8x[l,-l;4] +29- 2-33"3 X [-1, -2, -1,1,2,1; 12]

+ 79 • 2"33"4X[-1,2,-1;6] + 5"2 X [3, -2,3, -2, -2; 10].

Here a and ft are constants independent ofk.

Remark. We need not have spent time determining a and /? since the same kind

of unknown constants will occur in our calculation. So we can wait until the last

stage to combine them together and determine their sum.

3. Contributions from conjugacy class in E]. Conjugacy classes of Ej can be

classified by the elementary method employed in the real case, so we do not repeat it

here. Besides those conjugacy classes in Sp(2, Z) listed in [11], we have the following

new conjugacy classes for E2:

<1\ '       0 llv[« ™l _   rj
(1) y_x    1jx[o    u y       s       ' u = ior-r,

ri\ [-1 llv[" ™l ^   rj
(2) ^_x     0J X[o    u I        xGZ' u = iot-i;

0    0    1     0]   l     °    °       sn

fV> 0/0001    su    s2 7f.i       G 7

{3) -1    0    0   0    o    0    1      0    '        12      [J'  2
L o   o   o   /J[0   ooi.

In this section we compute contributions from conjugacy classes in E] n Sp(2, Z)

and (1) and (2) above.

Proposition 3. Suppose

M=\a    5lxfn    °lGr2(Z['])
c    d\     L0    u\
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with [« b] conjugate in SL2(R) to [?£, £•,] (6 = v/2, it/3, lv/3, 3ir/2,

57t/3,4tt/3), u = ±1, +/, u* ±\ if 0 = it/2 or 3-n/2). Then the contribution of

the conjugacy class represented by M to dimcS'(A:; E2(Z[/])) is given by

N      =_i_&1_
{M]     U\G\ (1 - MA)2(1 - wA)2(l -A2)

■{(k - 3)(1 - «A)(1 - mA) + 2-(w + u)\).

Here A = e'B and \G\ is the order of centralizer G of [° bd] in SL2(Z).

Proof. The centralizer of M in T2(Z[/]) contains E2 X SL2(Z) as a subgroup of

index |G|. Thus we can use a fundamental domain for E2 X SL2(R) in our calcula-

tion of the contribution. Also it is easier to use the holomorphic images of H2, D2:

W e Af2(C), E2 - WW > 0, as the domain. From a similar argument on p. 98 of

[5], we get N[M] = v/12\G\ ■ I(M) with

I(M) = (k- l)(k - 2)\k - 3)7r-4(«A)*

X ( det(£- WtW)k~4det(E - AlWA2tW)~kdW,
Jd2, w, =0

A, = diag[«, A],    A2 = diag[«, A].

Now a direct elementary calculation shows that

/(*)-—e^i_—
(1 - «A)2(1 - «A)2(1 - A2)

■{(it - 3)(1 - «A)(1 - u\) + 2 -{u + u)\).

This proves our assertion.

In the same way, we get

Proposition 4. Suppose M e E] and M is conjugate in SU(2,2) to

cos0     sintfl x ["    su
,-sinf?    cos6\     Lo     u.

where 6 and u are as in Proposition 3, s e //, a discrete subset of R — {0}. For fixed

6, the contribution of conjugacy classes represented by M's as s ranges over H is

{Ms}     \G'\    {l-u\)(l-uX)(l-X2)^os^H\is)

Here G' is the maximal torsion subgroup of centralizer of M in E2(Z[/]), and \G'\ is the

order of G'.

With Propositions 3,4 and the conjugacy classes of E] we get

Proposition 5. The contributions from conjugacy classes represented by elements in

E2\ with the exclusion of those with characteristic polynomial (X2 + l)(X - i)2, are
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given by the sum of the following:

1. 2-43'2{k - 3) X [1,0,-1,-1,0,1; 12] + 2"33"2 x[0,-1,-1,0,1,1; 12],

2. 2-43~2{k - 3) X[1,0,-1,-1,0,1; 12] + 2-33"2 X[0,-1,-1,0,1,1; 12],

3. 2-43"2(A: - 3) x[-l,0,l;6] + 2"33"2 X [-1,1,0; 6],

4. 2"43-3(A: - 3) X[1,0,-1;6] + 2"33'4 x[l,l,-2; 6],

5. -2-63_1x[l,-l;4],

6. 2_23-1X [-1,0,1,1,0,-1; 12],

7. 2"23"1 X[-1,0,1,1,0,-1;12],

8. 2"23"1 X [1,0,-1; 6],

9. 2'23"1 x [-1,0,1; 6] + 2'13-3[-l,2, -1].

Remark. The sum is given by

2-23~3(A:- 2) X[1,0,-1,-2,0,2; 12]

+ 2-33-2x[-l,-2,-l,l,2,l;12]

+ 17-2-33-4x[-l,2,-l;6] - 2-63-x x[l,-l;4].

4. Contribution from conjugacy classes represented by unipotent elements. An

element with characteristic polynomial (X — l)4 is conjugate in E2(Z[/]) to a [S, E2]

with 5 a Hermitian matrix. The total contribution of conjugacy classes of this type is

given by a polynomial of degree 4 in A: [16]. Here we shall get a more precise result.

Proposition 5. The contribution of the identity to the dimension formula is given by

2-677-4vol(r2(Z[/])\//2)(A: - l)(Jfc - 2)2(k - 3).

Proof. It follows from the fact that the contribution is given by

2~6rr-4{k - l)(k - 2)2{k - 3) [  {detY)'4dXdY.

Proposition 6. The contribution of conjugacy classes represented by [S, E2], with

rank S = 1, to the dimension formula is zero.

Proof. A complete set of representatives for such conjugacy classes is given by

[S,E2], S = diag[0, s], seZ- {0}. The centralizer of such elements is T2. Hence

we can use F: Z = diag[/', iy], y > 0, as a fundamental domain in our calculation;

see also [5]. Note that

/■«     yk~4dy (2\3_1_

4>    (y + is/2)k     U' (k-l)(k-2)(k-3)-

Hence the total contribution is

2-V4voi(r21\r21,c)U-2)-   E   f^)3 = o.
j€Z-{0) V " ;

Here T2\c is the centralizer in SU(2,3) of a representative.
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Proposition 7. The contribution of conjugacy classes represented by [S, E2] with

rank S = 2, to the dimension formula is a constant independent of k.

Proof. It follows from a similar argument of Shintani [16].

Combining the propositions above, we then get

Proposition 8. The contribution from conjugacy classes represented by unipotent

elements to the dimension formula is given by

2-6vol(r2(Z[/])\#2)77-4(/t - \){k- 2)2{k -3) + 8

with 8 a constant.

5. The remaining contributions and the final formula. The remaining contributions

come from conjugacy classes in r2° and those elements with characteristic poly-

nomial (X2 + l)(X — i)2. Since the set of fixed points on H2 for any such element

is a variety of dimension no more than two, the total contribution is given by

P(k) + Q(k) X [1, -1; 4] with P(k) and Q(k) being polynomials of degree 2 by the

Hirzebruch proportionality principle [14]. Also, these contributions can be computed

directly by similar arguments as in [5 or 11].

To save space, we only calculate here those contributions from elements with

characteristic polynomial (X - l)2(X + l)2. Let M = E2 X (-E2), G be the

centralizer of M in SU(2,2) and

G' = /mgG|M =   ac    hd   x[pr    j]eSU(2,2)\.

Then it is easy to see that G' is a subgroup of G of index 2.

Lemma. A fundamental domain for C on H2 is given by

F,: Z0 =        ' t+.'P,        t>0, /> > 0.
1      u      [t - tp i

The stabilizer of Z0 e Fx in G' is

cosf       ^sinfljcosf      -^sinfl f £ R ^ = ^ + /2 + p2 .

-jasinf       cosf [ixsin^        cosf

fort * 0 andp # 0.

Proof. Seep. 115 of [5].

Proposition 9. The contribution of elements conjugate in r2(Z[/']) to M = E2 X

(-E2) isgivenbyN{M} = 2-103~2(k - l)(/c - 2).

Proof. With the fundamental domain F, as constructed in Lemma 3, we then

have

det{^[z0-'M(Zo)]J = l + /2 + />2.
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Thus the contribution is (refer to [5])

N{M] = 2^~4{k - \){k - 2)\k - 3) -^ • jf /^ (1 + t2 + p2yk+ltpdtdp

= 2-w3-2{k-\){k~2).

Proposition 10. The contribution of conjugacy classes in E2(Z[/]), represented by

M(s) = E2 X ["q _s,] as s ranges over all nonzero integers, is given by N' =

-2-73-\k - 2).

Proof. The centralizer of M(s) in SU(2,2) is a subset of G' consisting of elements

of the form

a    b]x\r      *

■ c    d\     [o    r"1.'

Thus we can use the following subset of H2 as a fundamental domain:

F2-Z= _ ,       y - y{2 - y22 > 0.
z12     iz12 ty

Hence

det{^(Z -<A/(,)(Z))} = (>> -f + *22 + *22),

and the total contribution is

N' = 2-%~4{k - \){k - 2)\k - 3) • ̂

X Hm £ f   (y - y + xj2 + x22)       (y - y22 - y22)k~4~'dZ

= 2-%~\k - \){k - 2)\k - 3) hm £ (\\l+%(k - 1)(* - 2){k - 3)

= -2-73_1(ife- 2).

Now, a case by case discussion, we get the following:

Proposition 11. The contribution from conjugacy classes in E2° (excluding those

elements with characteristic polynomial (X — l)4) and those elements with characteris-

tic polynomial (X2 + l)(X - i)2) is given by

305 • 2-103"3(A: - 2)2 - 2~4(fc - 2) + 8,

+ {276 • 2-103"3(A: - 2)2 - 2'43"1(A: - 2) + 82} X [1,-1;4].

Here 8, and 82 are constants.
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Combining all results obtained thus far, we now have

Proposition 12. For an even integer k > 6, the dimension formula for the vector

space of hermitian modular cusp forms is

dimcS{k; r2(Z[i])) = 2-V-4 vol(F2(Z[/])\#2)(* - l)(* - 2)2(* - 3)

+ 2-io3-3^ _ 2)2x[581,29;4]

-2-33~3{k- 2) x[16,9,20,13,8,5; 12]

+ 5"2 X[3,-2,3,-2,-2; 10]

+ 4- 3"3 X[-1,-2,-1,1,2,1; 12]

+ 7-2'13-3x[-l,2,-l;6]

+ o +j8x[l,-l;4].

Here a and ft are constants.

So by Proposition 12, the dimension formula will be explicit provided that we can

determine vol(T2(Z[i])\H2), a and /?.

Proposition 13. \o\(T2(Z[i])\H2) = 2-43-35"V4.

Proof. Let 8 be the volume. Note that the domain G defined by G: Z e H2,

-1/2 < xx, xl2, x12, x2 < 1/2, V^/2 < yx < y2, 0 < 2j12, 2yl2 < yx, as shown in

[9], contains a fundamental domain for E2(Z[<]). Thus we have 8 < vol(G) < 77/I8.

On the other hand, we separate all terms in the dimension formula of Proposition

12 into two sums. Let

Q(k) = 2-V48(A: - 1)(A: - 2)\k - 3) 4- 5"2[3,-2,3,-2,-2; 10],

P(k) = sum of remaining terms.

It is .easy to see that P(k) = Y,2_0Cj(k)(k - 2)2 with Cj(k + 12) = C/k). For any

real-valued function / defined on Z, we define

Af(k)=f(k + 12) -/(*),    A" + lf(k) = A"(A/(*)).

Then A"(P(k) + Q(k)) e Z and A3P(k) = 0, it follows that A3Q(k) G Z. From

this fact we get a general solution for 8, which is given by

8 = (2"43"35-1 + 2-43"V)w4,       |ieZ.

By the estimate 8 < w/18, we then have p. = 0 or 1. If we assume ju = 1, then a

direct computation shows that A2(P(k) + Q(ky) is not an integer for some k. Hence

ju, = 0 and the proof is completed.

It is possible to compute ji directly, but it takes a lot of calculation. Here we use

the result from [9] which gives

dimcS(8; r2(Z[/])) = 1,   dimcS(l0; E2(Z[/])) = 0.

With these two conditions, we are able to determine a and ft explicitly as

a = 373 • 2-73"3 + 2 • 5~2,    /8 = 245 ■ 2"73"3.

Consequently, we get our final formula.
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Main Theorem. Suppose k is an even integer greater than 6. Then

dimcS(Jfc; r2(Z[i])) = 2-103"35-1(^ - l)(k - 2)\k - 3)

+ 2"103-3(A:-2)2[581,29;4]

-2-33"3(fc - 2) X[16,9,20,13,8,5; 12]

+ 2-63"2[-249,0, -57,128,423, -64;12]

+ 5-l[l,0,l,0,0;10].

Here a(k) = [a0, ax,..., am_x; 2m] means a(k) = a, if k = 2j (mod2/n) for 0 <y

< m - 1.

With the result in the Main Theorem and the help of the computer, we get Table 1

which shows the explicit values of dimcSXfc; E2(Z[/'])) when 6 < k < 112.

Table 1

k 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

dimcS(Jfe;r2(Z[i])) 0 1  0  1  0  3  0  7  1 10  2 15

30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50  52  54  56 58  60
~~4 23 8 31 12 42 18 57 28 73 39  93  53 119 73 148

62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82  84  86

95 182 122 224 158 271 197 325 243 390 301 462 364

88 90 92 94 96 98 100 102 104 106 108 110

543 437 638 525 743 620 860 728 994 858 1141 992

112

1301

Again, with the help of the computer, we get

£ dimcS(k; r2(z[i]))r* =-^^-
*=g (i - r4)(i - r10)(i - r12)2(i - r16)

with

ptf) = fg + 2T16 — 7118 + 2T20 + T22 + 2T24 — T26 + 7'28

_2T"3^ _  T'36 _ ?T"*0 _(_ jnrA2 _i_  t*46   i    rr4&   ,    ^y50

This fact can also be verified directly by calculation of residues.

Remark. In [9] it was proved that Hermitian modular forms of degree 2 are

generated by modular forms of weight 4,8, 10, 12, 12, 16; i.e. they are generated by

4>4> 4>8> 0> 4>i2> 'J2,, 4»i6 in tne notation of [9, Satz 5].
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